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I. Problem Statement
In future exploration of the moon, mechanical systems will be subjected to harsh
conditions not normally seen on Earth. There will be drastic temperature changes,
no atmosphere, and no nearby base for support. The mechanical systems in space
need to be self-supporting, durable, and able to adapt to and utilize their
environment. Lubrication of bearings is the aspect that will be addressed in this
paper. The drastic temperature changes will render normal bearing grease
inefficient and impractical. There will also be a high probability of contamination
due to the sandy surfaces. The challenge is to develop a lubricant which can
withstand the severe conditions and still function efficiently.
II. Constraints and Performance Objectives
• Gravity on the moon is 1/6 that of Earth
• Moon has no atmosphere, so nothing can be burned for heat or power
• Lubricant cannot contaminate the lunar environment
• Lubricant must be able to withstand large temperature gradient
• Lubricant should utilize lunar resources
• Production of lubricant should be lunar based
• Performance of lunar lubricant must be comparable to lubricants on Earth
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III. Solution Summary
The harsh lunar environment eliminated the consideration of most lubricants used
on Earth. Considering that the majority of the surface of the moon consists of sand,
the elements that make up this mixture were analyzed. According to previous space
missions, a large portion of the moon's surface is made up of fine grained crystalline
rock, about 0.02 to 0.05 mm in size. These fine grained particles can be divide into
four groups: lunar rock fragments, glasses, agglutinates (rock particles, crystals or
glasses), and fragments of meteorite material (rare). Analysis of the soil obtained
from the missions has given chemical compositions of its materials. It is about 53 to
63 percent oxygen, 16 to 22 percent silicon, 10 to 16 percent sulfur, 5 to 9 percent
aluminum, and has lesser amounts of magnesium, carbon, and sodium.
To be self-supporting, the lubricant must utilize one or more of the above elements.
Considering that the element must be easy to extract and readily manipulated,
silicon or glass was the most logical choice. Being a ceramic, glass has a high
strength and excellent resistance to temperature. The glass would also not
contaminate the environment as it comes directly from it. If sand entered a bearing
lubricated with grease, the lubricant would eventually fail and the shaft would bind,
causing damage to the system. In a bearing lubricated with a solid glass lubricant,
sand would be ground up and have little effect on the system.
The next issue was what shape to form the glass in. Solid glass spheres was the only
logical choice. The strength of the glass and its endurance would be optimal in this
form. To behave as an effective lubricant, the diameter of the spheres would have
to be very small, on the order of hundreds of microns or less. This would allow
smaller clearances between the bearing and the shaft, and less material would be
needed.
The production of glass microspheres was divided into two parts, production and
sorting. Production includes the manufacturing of the microspheres, while sorting
entails deciphering the good microspheres from the bad ones. Each process is
discussed in detail in the succeeding sections.
IV. Microsphere Production Methe,,_s
There are two methods currently being used to produce microspheres. The more
popular is the injection of particles into a flame/blower. The glass-forming
materials must first be decided upon, as the properties of the produced glass are
dependent upon the materials of which it is made. These materials are then melted
together to produce a homogeneous glass mixture. Once the mixture has cooled, it
is crushed into particles. Because the size of the particles determines the size of the
produced microspheres, it is critical that only particles of the correct size are used.
To insure this, the particles are sifted and those of the correct size are collected. The
next step is to melt the particles by injecting them into a gas-oxygen flame. Figure 1
below, displays the flame sprayer used in the process.
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It is possible to inject particles into the flame from any position, but they are usually
injected from the center. This is because the center of the flame is the hottest part.
The temperature of the flame should be much greater than the melting temperature
of the particles so that they are heated uniformly in the small amount of time that
they are in the flame. (Non-uniform heating is the main problem with this method
of microsphere production.) The particles are blown into and through the flame by
an inert gas. They are then collected in barrels as shown in Figure 2 below.
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The baffle in the second barrel is used to reduce air flow in the barrel. The larger
beads collect in the first barrel due to their higher drag coefficient, while the smaller
beads travel into the second barrel. After the barrel has had a chance to cool, the
glass beads can be collected by separating the two barrels.
The rate at which the particles are fed into the flame is an important criteria. Each
melted particle will produce a perfect sphere due to the surface tension of the liquid
glass. Gravity is not a factor due to the extremely small size of the spheres. Errors
result only if the particles are fed into the flame too quickly. If this is the case, they
will bump into each other while still in a non-solid state. This results in the
production of either non-spherical shapes or spheres with a larger than desired
volume. Therefore, the particle feed rate must be slow enough to insure that this
does not happen. Due to their small volume, the spheres freeze within
milliseconds of leaving the flame. The solid spheres continue to be carried by the
flow of the inert gas into a collection chamber. No deformations result due to
collision with the chambers walls because the spheres have reached a state of perfect
elasticity by this time. The spheres should be then screened to weed out any that are
not of the desired shape and size. The production of microspheres using this
method was videotaped at the University of Missouri - Rolla in the School of Mines
and Metallurgy. Actual electron microscope photographs of the glass microspheres
produced at the University are included in the Appendix. The second picture is of
the glass particles before they are fed into the flame. In this state, the particles are
called the "frit'.
The second method is the liquid-droplet method. This method requires the glass-
forming compounds to first be mixed and in liquid form. This glass solution is then
pumped through a jet that forms a mist. The jet is located at the top of a drop tower.
As the droplets fall from the tower, they freeze. Once the spheres reach the bottom
of the tower, they are collected and screened to insure the proper size and shape was
produced. Once again, it is the surface tension of the liquid which causes the shape
to be spherical. This method is not as efficient as the above method due to the
higher probability of error-forming collisions. Furthermore, the size of the
produceable spheres is limited by the tower height; as the microsphere volume
increases the required cooling time, and hence the tower height, also increases. It is
also necessary to heat the equipment (jet, tubing, pump) so that the solution does
not freeze before it is ejected into the atmosphere. This method is generally used to
produce hollow microspheres. When this is the case, water is added to the solution
before it reaches the jet. At the elevated temperature, water vapor is trapped within
the drops as a gel membrane forms on the vapor surface. The water acts as a
blowing agent, forming a hollow center in the spheres. Hollow microspheres,
however, are not desired for use in a lubrication process because they are not as
strong as solid microspheres. Actual electron microscope photographs of
microspheres produced by this method were obtained from Materials Engineering
Department at Georgia Tech. This picture is located in the Appendix, and displays
200 micron soda-lime glass microspheres.
The particle injection method yields stronger microspheres than does the liquid-
droplet method. There is also less chance of produdng microspheres with poor
spherical tolerance. As the photographs in the Appendix show, the spheres
produced with the particle injection method are more uniform and spherical than
those produced by the liquid-droplet method. The particle injection method is a
more flexible process, allowing the production of many different microsphere sizes.
For these reasons the particle injection method was chosen as the desired method
for lunar microsphere production.
V. Microsphere Quality Assurance Process
The process by which acceptable microspheres are separated from the spheres that
are not within the appropriate tolerances is the focus of this section. Spheres could
be too large, too small, or not of the correct eccentricity to be useful as lubricants for
certain processes. With this in mind a micron scale sorting apparatus in order to
obtain a variety of bead sizes was designed.
After investigating various sorting methods for ball bearings, the macroscopic
counterpart to the microscopic lubrication, a system for the tolerancing of a large
number of spheres in a short period of time was devised. The concept of being able
to separate the spheres into various classes by size and accuracy was established.
Since differing needs may be served by a variety of sizes of microspheres, a system
that is capable of differentiating between an indeterminate number of sizes of beads
seemed necessary. In this manner a homogeneous grouping of microspheres, all of
whom deviate from the desired size by less than a known amount, could be
obtained.
Several methods for this separation were devised and studied. Six different
mechanisms of separation were designed and are listed in the Research Appendix.
These designs were then weighted and judged on a variety of weighted design
criteria. These criteria included: mass of apparatus, volume flowrate of
microspheres, and system accuracy. This ranking process may also be found in the
Research Appendix. The highest scoring design was the design which implemented
concentric cylinders. This design utilized high amplitude (on the order of the
diameter of the largest cylinder) vibration at a reasonably high frequency
(approximately 1500 cycles per second) in order to force the microspheres through a
series of holes bored through the cylinders. Much in the manner of a sieve, the
microspheres would pass through the series of sieves until they are collected and all
microspheres of a certain size are removed as a group.
This design allowed for easy operation in free fall, microgravity, or Earth standard
gravity. Since the system is closed, there should be no losses, and accuracy is linearly
dependent upon the length to diameter ratio of the cylinders. The design also does
not require an atmosphere, although it is operational in one. The relatively low
mass and simplicity of the system combined with the possibility of a high volume
flowrate made it the ideal choice for microsphere separation.
For a demonstration of the separation procedure, acrylic tubing was used. This
material made up the concentric cylinders. For ease of construction, three cylinders
were fabricated, although many cylinders may be added to allow for varying
accuracy. Holes were drilled only on the lower half of the tubing to allow for better
viewing of the demonstration model in action, and for the fact that local gravity
was far too large to make full amplitude oscillations feasible.
The design was implemented by the use of an orbital sander attached to three acrylic
concentric cylinders, as can be seenin Figure 3. The two inner cylinders were drilled
with holes of a diameter equal to half the difference of the desired size of
microspheres. After assembling the apparatus, the design was tested whereupon 2.5
degrees was determined to be the optimal down angle of the tubing. The separation
process was highly accurate considering the exceedingly foreshortened length of the
tubing.
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VI. Glass Microsphere Applications
An extensive amount of research is currently being done on glass microspheres.
Much of this research deals with medical applications, such as treatment for liver
cancer and arthritis. The example in this lab uses glass microspheres as a lubricant
for a journal bearing. This is the kind of usage the lubricant will see in lunar
exploration.
The purpose of this application was to show the effectiveness of glass microspheres
as a lubricant, and to compare the glass microsphere lubricant to traditional lithium
grease lubricant and a petroleum based lubricant. The setup is shown in Figure 4
below. A 1/20 hp motor drives a one inch, case hardened, steel shaft. A pillow
block is utilized to stabilize the shaft. A journal bearing, fabricated in the ME
Machine Shop, serves as the test site for the lubricants (see Figure 5). Two different
journal bearings were fabricated due to the variance in the size of the microspheres.
Since some variation in the diameter of the microspheres may be present the
clearance of the journal bearing was set at two times the average diameter of the
microspheres. The top of the journal bearing has a 3/16" hole through which the
lubricant can be fed to the system. A one inch diameter weight was welded to the
bottom of the journal bearing. When the motor is activated, the angular
displacement of this weight will be used in calculations described below to
determine the friction of the lubricant and the torque of the motor.
Application Setup
support
pillow block
set collars
Top View
funnel
_._ journal bearing
weight __
shaft Side View
Figure 4
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The testing was done using the same setup through two iterations to justify the
data. Bearing #1 had a gap clearance of 0.012 in. Converting this to metric yields
approximately 305 _m. Dividing this number by four microspheres allows for about
80_m diameters. Bearing #2 was designed to fit the 45_m spheres. Unfortunately
the tolerances of this bearing were not as close to those in the first. The gap
clearance would allow approximately three microspheres of this diameter side by
side.
The free body diagram in Figure 6 shows the angular displacement experienced by
the weight during motor operation.
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Results from the angular displacement testing are given below. These angles will be
used to determine the frictional coefficients.
1 30 ° 11 ° 15 ° 8 °
801.tin Soda-
Lime
2 30 ° 10 ° 20 ° 19 °
45_tm YAS-4
Data obtained shows that using the first bearing, the angular displacement using the
80_tm spheres was actually lower than either of the two other lubricants as we
anticipated. On the other hand, the second experiment did not give the same
results. The 45gin spheres only showed a lubricity about the same as the lithium
grease.
There are two possible conclusions to these findings. One regards the hardness of
the microspheres tested verses the hardness of the surrounding bearing and shaft.
The soda-lime glass is a much softer material than the alumina-silica (YAS-4) and
was much closer to the hardness of the steel. Because of this there was very little
wear or friction between the bodies and excellent data was recorded. But, in the
second application using the alumina-silica microspheres, very noticeable wear was
present on both the shaft and the bearing after only about twenty seconds of
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running. This was either a result of the difference in hardness of the materials or in
the slightly inaccurate tolerances in the gap clearance of the second bearing.
Due to the nonlinearity of the pressure distribution across the surface of the shaft as
it rotates, it is not feasible to attempt to make an accurate assessmentof the
coefficient of friction of the bearing being studied. However, since the differing
effectiveness of the various types of lubrication studied effect the coefficient of
friction of the bearing as a sine function, the relative effectiveness of the types of
lubrication can be stated with accuracy. This can be done by assuming that the
displacement of the weight varies linearly with the coefficient of friction. A
statement of the coefficient friction for lithium grease was found in The Handbook
of Tribology, Materials, Coatings and Surface Treatment to be 0.03. By associating
this coefficient with an angular displacement of 20 degrees, the coefficient of friction
for any other lubricant can be calculated, based on the angle of displacement. The
following table, Figure 7, summarizes the results.
0
0.0085 o
6 ° 0.009
7 ° - 9 ° 0.01
10 ° - 16 ° 0.02
170 - 23 ° 0.03
24 ° - 30 ° 0.04
Friction Based on Angular Displacement
Figure 7
For example, based on these calculations, the coefficient of friction for the 80 I_m
glass microspheres, displaced at an angle of 8 °, is 0.01.
Ideally, for a bearing application the race and microspheres should have the same
hardness so neither wears on the other. After case hardening the shafts and bearing,
it was estimated that they had a hardness of 5 on Moh's scale. The glass
microspheres tested had a hardness ranging from 5.8 to 6.1 as read on Moh's scale.
Moh's scale with the hardness of the materials used in the application experiment
can be seen in the Appendix. In future applications, a closer tolerance on the
hardness variation should be achieved. Since any substance can be formed into a
glass, the properties of the microspheres are very flexible and can be chosen to meet
the requirements of different applications.
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VII. Theoretical Performance of Glass Microspheres
To calculate the contact stressesbetween the microspheres and between the bearing
and microspheres the following formula for Hertzian stresses was analyzed:
a _ E'dI E2
where: F = force
dl,d2 = diameter of two spheres
a = area of contact
El, E2 = Modulus of Elasticity
_1,'02 = Poisson's ratio
The theoretical stresses were found with the following equation:
-3F l_Ztan_, (I+u) 2/l+z 2
where: gt = coefficient of friction between surfaces
z = distance from point of contact
The compressive strength of commercial glass spheres ranges from 2.3 GPa to 2.8
GPa. The coefficient of friction between glass is estimated at 0.4. The Poisson's ratio
for commercial glass ranges from 0.17 to 0.275 depending upon the composition.
The spreadsheet on the following page, Figure 8, shows the theoretical expected
stresses and safety factors for different glasses and bearing materials for the
application described above. Depending on the application, the correct combination
could be determined using these results. It is important to note that the
compressive strengths of both the silica glass and the borosilicate exceed the
calculated experimental stresses. This yields safety factors between 88 and 140, far
surpassing normal standards.
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VIII. Conclusions and Recommendations
Through research and design, it has been proven that glass microspheres are a
viable option as an alternative lubricant for bearings. With its resilience to
temperature and high strength, glass microspheres would be ideal for lunar use.
The effectiveness of the spheres was proven in the results of the application.
With current technology, the glass microspheres can be manufactured to the
specifications required for lubrication. That fact, combined with the numerous
existing sorting methods, including the concentric tube sorter described within this
report, proves the ease of selecting the appropriate size spheres for particular
applications. Based on initial results with the application, glass microspheres are
comparable in performance to typical lubricants. The coefficient of friction for the
glass microspheres, depending on size and composition, ranged from 0.01 to 0.03.
The coefficient of friction for the grease tested was 0.03, while the coefficient of
friction for the petroleum based lubricant was 0.02.
Future recommendations for the production of glass microspheres are to refine the
solid particle feeding method so that the feed rate can be more carefully controlled.
This would produce a greater number of defect free microspheres. Methods of
collecting the glass from the moon's surface should also be investigated. There is a
large amount of "free" glass particles on the moon's surface that would not have to
be extracted from other elements. This would make the collection process relatively
easy. Addressing the separation and quality control of the glass microspheres, future
work should concern the length of the concentric tubes, the angle on their incline,
and the severity of the vibration. The microspheres will behave differently in one-
sixth the gravity that this process was developed in.
After the conduction of the testing, several ways to improve the performance of the
glass microspheres became apparent. First of all, an increase in the number of feed
and release holes should be added to the bearing. In the event that one of the
microspheres fractures, the bearing should be designed so that the fractured pieces
fall out. This could be done by adding slots to the bearing. However, with the added
slots the feed rate will need to be increased. This can be accomplished by increasing
the number of feed holes in the bearing. Further research and testing should be
completed in order to optimize the bearing and glass microsphere characteristics. A
suggestion would be to investigate ceramic or diamond coated bearings. Further
research into optimal glass composition also should be done. The size of the
microspheres, hardness of materials, and bearing design should be analyzed. In
addition, the endurance of the microspheres should be tested.
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C. 200 micron soda-lime microspheres produced by liquid drop method
D. Moh's table of hardness with glass microspheres and test fixture
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Appendix A
Alumina-silica based microspheres produced by particle injection method
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Appendix B
45 micron screened frit for particle injection method
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Appendix C
200 micron soda-lime microspheres produced by liquid drop method
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Appendix D
Moh's table of hardness with glass microspheres and test fixture hardnesses
included
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Research Appendix
Future Space Resources I' f,J
Interoffice Memo STo: Mr. James W. BrazeU
Fro_..__D _,_y'Uoode _Group ll)
Re: Vi_t to Univ. of Missouri-RoUa
Date: 2/23/94
We have been in touch with Dr. Day at the Univ. of Missouri-Rolla. He is
scheduling us to talk to one of his T.A.'s later this evening. He does not see a problem
with us coming to the university. Cindy and Michelle will be calling the T.A. and trying to
schedule a time to meet. We are shooting for Mon. Feb. 28 and Tue. Mar. 1 ff it fits his
schedule. I have a list of goals to obtain and questions m ask and would like to review
them further with you. I also have the release forms necessary for us to go. I will have a
cost breakdown for you provided we receive the O.K. to go.
e'7".
Oo V C..., rlrOtc
"v
, p
Dr. Day - University of Missouri-Rolla
Witness and film the production of glass microspheres.
• 1 I.tm, 10 _tm, and 50 I.tm microspheres
• test for changes in friction with different sized microspheres
• compressive strengths
• tolerances in sphericity
• temperature affected?
• Collect any reports or data on the production of microspheres.
• Collect any reports or data about applications of microspheres.
• Purchase microspheres if we can't obtain them for free.
• Get Dr. Day's business card to send him a copy of our report.
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The Graduate Center for Materials
Research was established in 1964 for the
purpose of multidisciplinary research on
materials and to provide enhanced central-
ized laboratories and specialized equipment
for faculty and students involved in materials
research. The center is located in Strau-
manis Hall, a modern, four-story building
with more than 30,000 square feet of labora-
tory and office space. The center has pro-
vided numerous graduate students with
advanced training in materials engineering
and science. The center functions as a cam-
pus resource for faculty conducting mate-
rials research, and strong interactions occur
with the staffs and research programs of
many departments on campus. In 1985 the
past achievements and continuing impor-
tance of the UMR materials engineering and
science program were acknowledged when
this program was declared one of only eight
areas designated for eminence in the Uni-
versity of Missouri System.
The center staff is composed of full-time
faculty members, visiting scholars, postdoc-
toral fellows, graduate students, and several
permanent research technicians. The per-
manent senior staff consists of faculty mem-
bers from the departments of ceramic, chemi-
cal and metallurgical engineering; chemistry;
and physics. Faculty members from other
disciplines and academic departments at
UM-Rolla are commonly affiliated with the
center depending upon the types of research
being conducted and the professional inter-
ests of the faculty. The goal is for the per-
manent staff to represent the widest possible
spectrum of technical expertise relevant to
materials research. In all, some 60 persons
are involved in materials research at the
center.
University of Missouri-Rolla
The University of Missouri-Rolla is one
of four campuses of the University of Mis-
souri. UMR was founded in 1870 as the Uni-
versity of Missouri School of Mines and
Metallurgy, and, since its founding, it has
been a leader in the fields of engineering and
science. Degrees from B.S. to Ph.D. are
offered in almost all engineering and science
disciplines. UMR is among the nation's top
10 in the number of undergraduate engineer-
in9 degrees granted annually.
The campus is located about 100 miles
southwest of St. Louis. Also located in Rolla
are many other technical and scientific
agencies and small high-tech firms. Rolla is
located in the pleasantly rugged terrain of
the foothills of the Ozarks. The timbered hill-
sides and clear flowing streams make an
agreeable setting and offer many forms of
outdoor recreation.
Research Programs
The research conducted in the center
ranges from fundamental science to applied
engineering. Most all types of materials are
studied, especially ceramics, metals, poly-
mers, and composites. Research programs
listed according to types of materials are:
Biomaterials
• glass microspheres for in vivo radiother-
apeutic use
• orthopedic imp]antable ceramics
• metal adhesive intermediates for teeth
• polymer coatings for improved blood
compatibility, insulating electrodes, and
lens
Ceramics and Glasses
• chemical corrosion
• containerless processing of glass in space
• defects in glasses and oxides
• degradation of capacitor ceramics
• diffusion in oxides
• high-temperature conducting oxides
• low dielectric ceramic substrates
• magnetic ceramics
• mixed alkali containing glasses
• nucleation and crystallization of oxide
glasses
• phosphorus oxynitride glasses
• processing of glass fibers
• sintering of ceramic oxides
• superconducting oxide materials
• thin film oxide components
Composites
• aerospace materials
• modeling
• tailored polymers
Ion-Implanted Materials
• bonding of layers to substrates
• doping of semiconductors
• improvement of wear in metals
• inhibiting corrosion of metals
Magnetic Materials
• magnetic structure of soft and permanent
magnets
• magnetic properties of rare-earth-3d tran-
sition metal alloys
• properties of thin magnetic films
Metals
• coating on metals
• electrochemical corrosion of metals
• electrodeposition of metals
• electrogalvanizin9
• Pb-Sn solder alloys
• surface modification of metals
Polymers
• adhesion of polymer coatings
• chemically protective polymer coatings
• paints
• plasma polymerization
• polymer thin film
• polymerization processes
• semi-permeable polymer membranes
O
f
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Areas of Expertise
Each member of the staff of the center
has many years of experience dealing with
the development, evaluation, and application
of materials. Special expertise exists in the
following areas:
• adhesion
• analysis and characterization of materials
• biomaterials
• ceramics and glasses
• coatings
• composites
• corrosion
• defects in solids
• diffusion and mass transport
• electrochemistry
• ion implantation
• magnetism
• paints
• plasma polymerization
• polymers
• surface properties
• surface modification
'• thin-film processing and technologies
• wear
Members of the staff have active pro-
grams in the above areas and often act as
consultants and referees for grants and
manuscripts in these areas.
O
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Laboratory Facilities and
Major Equipment
The center features modern equipment
commonly needed for research in materials
development, characterization and evalua-
tion, and for measuring common mechani-
cal, thermal, electrical, and optical proper-
ties. In addition, the center has specialized
laboratories such as (I) a high-temperature
laboratory containing numerous furnaces,
some capable of 1900°C in air or controlled
atmospheres, for melting and heat treating
metals, glass, and ceramics; (2) a laboratory
for handling radioactive substances; (3) an
X-ray laboratory with several diffractome-
ters and camera units for ambient and high
temperature use; and (4) a surface charac-
terization laboratory for detailed studies of
surface layers of solids. Other major items of
research equipment include a JEOL JSM-
3SCF scanning electron microscope with
both EDX and WDX X-ray analyzing attach-
ments; a scanning Auger microprobe; an
XPS (F__CA) spectrometer; UV, visible and
IR spectrometers; optical microscopes with
an image/feature analysis computer; and a
thermal analyzer with DSC, TGA, and DTA
capabilities.
The center has very specialized and
adaptable experimental facilities for the
plasma deposition of polymers and other
materials. A unique tandem semi-continuous
plasma polymerization coater for fibers and
films allows different processes to be ac-
complished in a single pass. A system for
coating the inside of tubing has the special
advantage of providing a nonthrombogenic
barrier coating on the inner surface of small
diameter tubing used in many biomedical
applications. In addition, the center has a
variety of laboratory scale plasma polymeri-
zation reactors which are suited for aca-
demic research on the preparation processes
of ultrathin films by plasma polymerization.
Three tubular glow discharge reactors are
used to synthesize polymers, composites,
carbides, nitrides, and thin metal films at
ambient temperature.
An extensive electrochemistry labora-
tory also is housed in the center. Equipment
for the deposition and evaluation of electro-
lytically produced metals, polarization equip-
ment, both standard and computer con-
trolled, power supplies, RDE apparatus, pulse
and periodic reverse platers, and analytical
apparatus are available for specialized
research.
The center has a scanning Auger micro-
probe and an XPS (ESCA) spectrometer
which are used for the detailed analysis of all
types of surfaces. These instruments can
provide monolayer information on the ele-
mental composition and bonding in a surface
layer or at a surface layer/bulk interface.
This information, along with that obtained
from SEM measurements using the EDX
and WDX X-ray spectrometers, gives an
elaborate and detailed picture of the compo-
sition and properties of surfaces and surface
layers.
Interaction With Industry
UMR has a long tradition of working
with private industry on materials research
and development problems. Industrially
sponsored research is encouraged by a flex-
ible University policy which gives industry
timely access to specialized research equip-
ment and allows for licensing agreements
with private industry. For certain types of
research, the state of Missouri will contrib-
ute to the cost under the Missouri Research
Assistance Act.
The center has an active interest in
industrial research which is suitable for
graduate student education and which falls
within the technical expertise of the staff.
Examples of industrially sponsored R&D
projects conducted in the Center are (I) ion-
implanted metals for improved wear and
corrosion resistance, (2) chemical durability
and thermal performance of refractory con-
cretes used in coal gasifiers, (3) evaluation
and optimization of metal electrolyte quality
using cyclic voltammetry techniques, (4)
metal alloy coating of bearings, (5) develop-
ment of polymer membranes for separation
processes and coatings for corrosion protec-
tion and leakage, (6) surface modification of
polymers and polymeric water vapor barri.
ers, (7) development of chemically durable
oxynitride glasses, (8) high temperature and
special composites for aerospace applica-
tions, (9) determination of surface composi-
tion and imperfections in stainless steel
electronic circuit boards, polymers, photo-
cells, and other materials, and (10) develop-
ment of paints for special applications.
Many companies also use the center's
facilities for materials characterization, es-
pecially surface analysis. The arran9ements
for equipment use are very flexible, and can
be tailored to satisfy many special needs. A
fee is charged for operator time, supplies,
and equipment usage.
Materials Research in
Other Units at UMR
Materials research also is conducted in
the following institutes and academic depart-
ments.
Institute for Chemical and
Extractive Metallurgy
The purpose of this institute is to en-
hance interaction among researchers in dif-
ferent disciplines whose work is concen-
trated on extractive metallurgy. Particular
emphasis is placed on the metals produced
in the central United States. Many active
projects in minerals processing, hydrometal-
lurgy, electrometallurgy, and pyrometallurgy
arise from current industrial problems of
process efficiency, pollution control or both.
The institute staff has close interaction
with the major nonferrous metal producers
in both the U.S. and Canada and with the
Rolla Research Center of the U.S. Bureau of
Mines. Many of these organizations support
the research being conducted by the institute.
Institute for Thin Film
Processing Science
The purpose of this institute is to inves-
tigate thin films that can be used to improve
properties of an exposed surface or to
improve the interfacial region between two
bulk materials. Emphasis is placed on film
and substrate material selection and for a
variety of film deposition techniques. Exper-
rise from several disciplines is used to study
films and substrates made from a combina-
tion of materials including metal, ceramic,
glass, and especially polymers.
Electronic Materials Processing
and Characterization Institute
The purpose of this institute is to con-
duct research and educate students in elec-
tronic materials, especially those involving
ceramics. Scientists from several disciplines
are studying nonmetallic, semiconducting,
and metallic materials with funding from sev-
eral federal agencies and private companies.
Ceramic Engineering
Major areas of materials research are
electronic ceramics, especially for capacitor
and electrode applications; corrosion of
refractory oxides by slags/glasses; transfor-
marion toughening of ceramic composites;
fracture mechanics of semiconductor silicon
and polyphase, polycrystalline ceramics;
single crystal growth (Si) in controlled atmo-
spheres; development and properties of
high-alumina cements and refractory con-
cretes; chemical reaction of refractory oxides
with high-pressure-temperature gases; and
defect chemistry of ferroelectric materials.
Chemistry
Materials research is conducted in the
areas of surface coatings and treatment,
corrosion prevention, renewable resources
for polymer precursors and characterization
and dynamics of polymers. Samples are stu-
died using a variety of spectrometers and
other major scientific instruments. Materials
related research is also conducted in formu-
lation science; polymerization processes of
foams and films; microemulsion polymeriza-
tions; and in the physical and chemical
properties of microemulsion, vesicles, cob
]oids, and liquid crystals.
Electrical Engineering
Research projects include the growth
kinetics and evaluation of thin film photovo]-
talc materials (CdTe), theoretical modeling
of photovoltaic devices, electrical and optical
characteristics of semiconductor devices, and
the use of fiber optics, laser diodes, and
semiconductor materials in information pro-
cessing.
Metallurgical Engineering
Research relevant to materials R&D
include nonlinear mechanical properties and
phase transformations of alloys, mechanical
working of electroplated wires, prediction of
metals failure from the early stages of metal
fatigue, acoustic analysis of ore milling oper-
ations, improved wear resistant metals, and
pyrometallurgical processing of metals.
Physics
Areas of major activity are materials for
nonlinear optics, optical properties of ion-
implanted surfaces of semiconducting solids
and of materials in the far infrared and mm
range, properties of piezoelectric solids and
characterization of materials using surface
electromagnetic waves and ion beams.
Generic Mineral Technology
Center for Pyrometallurgy
This center was established by the U.S.
Bureau of Mines in 1982, with UMR acting as
the lead university and assisted by two other
universities. The research conducted falls
into the following main areas: smelting and
refining processes in liquid systems, gas-
solid reactions in roasting processes, inno-
vative and complex processes in refining,
process mineralogy of smelter feeds and
products, and worldwide information collec-
tion and exchange on pyrometallurgy re-
search.
For More Information
To obtain more information about the
research projects, arrangements for equip-
ment use, specialized apparatus, or other
programs of the Graduate Center for Mate-
rials Research, contact:
Director
Graduate Center for Materials Research
101 Straumanis Hall
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
Telephone: (314) 341-4873
Persons interested in pursuing graduate
degrees in any of the academic disciplines
which are part of the center are invited to
write for complete admission requirements
to:
Director of Admissions
102 Parker Hail
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
Telephone: (314) 341-4164
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Micronic Glass Sphere Simulants
-2 cups - Spheres Dia. ~ 1/4th"
-2 cups - Spheres Dia. ~ 1/8th '°
-2 cups - Spheres Dia. - 1/1 6th"
-2 cups -Tylenol Gel Caps
- Color
- Red
- Blue
- White
- Green
F_l_ems Too _II
flccel_ble Sphems
Spheres Too Lal!le
Spheres Too Eccnl_ric
Inner Cylinder
Middle Cylinder
Outer Cylinder
-2" OD x 3" long (clear)
-3" OD x 3' long (clear)
-4" OD x 3' long (clear)
Molmting Apparatus and Other Necessary_ ParaphenaBa.
- One Surplus AC Motor (probably from a pawn shop)
- One Sheet Plywood
- One 2 "x4 "x8'
- One Roll Duct Tape
- Various Screw, Nuts and/or Bolts.
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i_/e/_h_/ng 4 2 3 I X
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Hemiapherea 3 3 3 3 12
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rumple, _perimental investigations of the _a_g of
Minion by pm-tic_ require _I spheres of uniform
id of known refractive index and •beorption coei_:ient.
invmtigations enter into t_ch diverse fields M the
_on of light through mist and fog, the measurement
d droplet _ in • Wilson chamber, the covering power of
: Otuttrrv
• Production and separation of small glass spheres/
W. PAUL, M.A., Ph.D., and Professor R. V, Jo_, C.B., C.B.E., V.Phil., F.Inst.P., Natural Philosophy Department,
4' University of Aberdeen
Y [Paper re_elved22 May, 1952]
. ; Glass spheres free from gaseous inclusions have been made in the size range 1-40 V. They
;:. have been separated with relatively high accuracy into narrow ranges of ,ize by a new
I_dimentation method uaing • liquid column containing a gradkmt of demity.
!. ztrraovucrzoN tube, to the blowpipe are tlforoughly dried before operation
uniform spheres of diameters between I and 40 p have to preV_t the glass powder dogging. Thelirdet to A from
possible •pplications'as standard particles. For the oxygen-air sourer is by way of a glass.tube bent into' a
eemi-clrck to create • swirl loading the stream with glass
powder. The formation of pockets of powder that*m_y shoot
through the flame without disperMon into individual particles
must be prevented. The blowpipe should deliver a broad,
long flame. Tne _ particles are injected ceotrally into the
I_neat particles, and the optical _c_ of colloids.
of uniform size and of known optical and mechaaic_
ipparal_tu_provide the best mear_ of testing and calibratingintended for the size analyds and tmface area
t_mination of powders, particularly when the apparatus
depends on the phenomena of light scattering and absorption.
I_ spheres can also be used in experiments on flocculat/on
t_l adhesion, and on fluid and heat flow through 'packings.
The main purpose of this paper h to describe how spherical
particles can be made and separated into fractions
Wing a small spread in size, in the hope that the technique
my be generally useful A subsidiary purpose will be to
describethe method of separation,which may have general
application is a method of size analysis-with a relatively high
molving power.
B
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A R
Sketch of apparatus for production of glass
spheres
Fig. I.
2. I'aeP^aATION oF TUe s_nea_s
(a) Methods for the production of glass spheres have been
described by Sklarew,(t) sollner,(2) and Bloomqulst anti
(_k.O) After the glass has been ground and powdered to
the desired size, each individmd particle is raised to fusion
temperature while free to take up spherical shape, and kept
ia that shape until it has cooled to • rigid sol/d. We have
m:aded the methods of the above workers towards producing
tn apparatus which is compact and easy to operate, which is
_'ient in the avoidance or elimination of perticles that are
wHpherical or have impurity inclusions, and which collects
I high proportion of the original powdered glass in spherical
brm.
(b) Foerimental method
Prior to fusion, the glass is ground to the desired _ and
dried for 12-24 h in an oven at 300"C to re_ove most of
d= moisture so that the panicles do not lump _ or
to the walls of the container. The appm_tus _own in
Pig. I breed. A blowpipe TIS fed by ordinary coal gas
m_dan oxygen-air mixture which becom_ loaded with glass
prelim on passing through the container .4. The flame is
flrlt encloseA in a cylinder C I and at its tip is placed a batik
B Mving_a c.ir_t_r hole concentric with the flame and of
tlxmt the same diameter. Behind B is placed the cylinder Ca;
t cold air stream $ at right ungles to this cylinder at its far
md ejects the fused glass particles into a water trough R.
The oxygen-air ratio in the feed to the blowpipe it adjusted
to live • "roaring" flame; this imparts sufficient velocity to
the glass to carry it into the receiver and gives suffacient heat
to fuse most of the particles. The boule A and the connecting
VoL, 3, Oc'roBea 1952
flame from the air-oxygen tube. The cylinder C I confines
the flame and creates • path to the receiver that ts more
" uniformly heated than if the flame ware in the open.
A glass particle might be ejected sideways from the flame
so quickly that it does not fuse. To prevent this, the'parU.'.'cles
might be guided through the whole _of the flame; this
would be very difficult experimentally. Alternatively, they
might be made to stay longer in the flame by reducing the
flame velocity or they might be heated more quickly by
increasing the flame temperature. Some of these requirements
are mutually exclusive, and, in practice, ftmion time and fusion
temperature are adjusted to give the maximum number of
spherical particles and any non-sp_ ones •re prevented
from entering the collecting apparatus by the baffle B. The
efficiency of collection is thereby reduced, but the non-
ap_ component it completely eliminated.
• _ _sction from the flame the spheres are confined to
.the cylinder Ca and lllowed to cool before final extraction.
air ma_am $ coob them mill further and pumps them
along Ca into the receiver R.
(e) Reaults
toda and Pyrex glm_ are fund, indmiom are
"often noticed under micrtm_pe examination (_e Fig. 2).
Inclmdom have • _ refrm_ve index than glass, as
observed by the Bock_ line test, and a lower density, as is
easily verified in ,eparation of the spheres by centrifugation
In a liquid of density near to the glass density. The inclusions
are probably gaseous and may be caused by the "freezing
in" of expanded bubbles of gas in the glass or by the trapping
of air when _ral amall particles fuse into one large one.
311
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The production of gas bubbles could be reduced by lowering fusion to avoid inclusions and strains. A more effe_
the flame temperature to the lowest usable value; however, cooling device could be established and a higher pefven!
there would be some variation in temperature in a erms- of the ultimate product co_. The preliminary exv
section perpendicular to the length of the flame so that ments carried out were onl), moderatel],' suove_ul, the n-
• _tficulty lying in the initial dispersion of the powder san_
,_t'u_..-__" ._JU_.hO _ _ ..... ".-'t-2-_S_| _ In the p---resetmethod of separationHysfl glassspheres fu0 vo ' .lm_ _,
! oo :o :oy, .
" Diffcnmt definitions of the term "size" are appropriat(
0 o
_;'_) ___ diffe.a_, ramrods of particle aepm'ation and analysis.
_ f'3 _C)g_ " _ %"t,.,1 this _on the size is measured by the actual spi"
(_f'V% _er
_ ;J._ - "" _")0 _t'_l_V- ,.-_, " ,_"_ imrtides of the size requlred; however, none of these i_
_)_'-':._"_._' :_ C'_, _ .--_"_')',,_ very uniform fractions even with considerable expenditur_
_._ _ effort. The sieves availableare unsuitable for produ_
_,Q .. _,=, r_ ...... _"-_._..,U ,h_ply_ _dedf._o_, thep_opo_o__,_,
Fig. 2. Photomicrograph of soda glass spheres, im-
mersed in water, showing inclusions. Diameter i--40 p
differently situated particles would be differently treated. The
trapping of air between particles would be lowered by reducing
the density of particles in the air-oxygen stream. When these
in sieve opening increasing as the opeaing becomes smal
A possible modification of the sieve, a slit mechanism
narrow aperture, was constructed with • slit length
approximately 1 an and adjustable down to slit widths
approximately 2 p. The variation of slit width over
whole length was of the order of 5 _ at 5 p. Glass sph_
precautiotw-.sre applied in the case of soda glass, some
• .,improvement ensues, but a wholly inclusionless sample has ___ _ _ .t_ _ : _: " r " _ = _: " ' " "
when Hysil glassisused,containsuniformly sphericalparticles _N_
of diameters ranging from_to greater than 40 p
(see Fig. 3). There are _ that •re seriously
a-spherical. Measurements of the worst-shaped member of ;]_t..'.l__./\':
a random sample of twenty particles gave a maximum to
minimum diameter ratio of '1.02. No extra _lty is _,. '-, , , .
anticipated in fusing other nmtefials by a similar technique. _._ _ ,,:
Experiments were carried out on the production of spheres
" , ' _.._ "3 / [-; '.
°°<''o ?C. ('b • . •
,_0,0 O.,O 0 "-'
O i_''(')''J_ O(*'_O ._• _) " Fig. 4. Photomicrograph of Chance gl. spheresO O ,-,
._.
• " 0 .....:o._
"_"_) _"O_)'t-N _"_0 _±_.i_,._ .bovet/_borizontalsliL Tl_e_lativevelocityofspheree,sliwu probablylessthanlOOcm/secand ther was
_ f"v",f_ _ _ O.x_ • • o obeervable deterioration in the condition of the slit jaws d
_"_f"__ " f'_o.._../;,:;. to,_oo by_ _ffi,. _t..asto,_dtbat_ _d_
; of the slit by sF._he.r__ electrost_u_'c
than l_ese were sspara_-edquite elf.-lentFig. 3. Photomicrograph of Hysil _ spheres, dia-
meter 1-.40 p, immen_ in water
by dropping _ through • silica furna_ 30 _ long run
at l 000 °C, A long, wide furnace that can be maintained at
• steady high temperatme would fuse most types of glass.
Further, the bett_r control and estimation of temperature
would allow the exact determinatiou of the beet conditions of
" 312
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_ive leparations at slightly ditfere_t slit widths
in giving • sample inside • narrow size range. :]F'_.4 _)o
spheres of Chance _ size 216-224 p, '_sparated by tl
means. The sizecorresponds exactly with the slit
In the _e rm_e greater than 40 p there aeems to be lit
d_ty in thus producing monodisper_e samples.
Small homogeneous spheres settle in a fluid with limifi
Production and separation of small gla_ zplwres
ulecities dependent on some power of their diameter. The
real applications of this in separation work are in the well-
hewn techniques of sedimentation with decantation, in
_utrktion, and in centrifugation. Sedimentation followed
decantation is a laborious process involving large quantities
it"liquid, which never gives complete separation. It is •
way of producing a wholly "'under-size" fraction. The
dt_iator tube, which uses an upward fluid flow to balance"
_te fall with limiting velocity under Stokes' Law, has several
hherent disadvantal_s--variations in fluid velocity in
i_fetent parts of the tube, wall effects, temperature effects---
Im spoil its performance. The ordinary centrifuge method
icesdifft_Itiessimilarto those of the decantationprocedure,
tadinany ca_eisusuallyemployed inthe ldzerange below I p.
Eisctr_tatic methods of separation are theoretically
p_ible, but the experimental diffi_ties are considerable.
[b) Method used
"(i) The density gradient. The equation of motion of a
lartide falling under _waunline flow in • fluid medium is
there mg =, weight of particle, m'g _= upthrust of liquid,
i- diameter of particle, v; =, viscosity of liquid, k _ constant.
The particle, starting from rest, accelerates until the reshtance
dee to the fluid viscosity balances the resultant gravitational
pull, whence it moves with a terminal velocity v given by
k'(p -- po)d z
vth_rsp, P0 =ffi densities of. particle and liquid, k' -= constant.
In our experiments the conditions necessary for the •pplication
ff Stokes' _aw to the fall of the particles may be assumed to
ntisbe4,"
It is necessary in the ordinary sedimentation procedure to
mile and decant a large number of times to produce reason-
ably good size separation. If the particles could be released
_mltaneously •t the top of the sedimentation vessel and
allowed to fall with their terminal velocities, they would
_ach the bottom in order of size. In practice, the particles
swirl downwards like a blob of ink, large and small mixed,
and no application of grids and baffles reduces the convection.
The instability of the column is caused by the larger n_.an
dmsity of the layer containing the particles over the layer
below.
Dr. F. C. Frank suggested that if the particles were made
to settle against a density [gradient there would he no tendency
for • swirl to develop, and the particles would settle with
tSeit limiting velocity under Stokes' Law.* That this is borne
out in practice has already been summaxfly reported.(4) In
choosing liquids to form a density gradient several comddera-
tiom have to be borne in mind:
, (a) the Uquid_ should mix over • considerable range of
proportionate volumes;
(b) the liquids should have a density difference suffic/entiy
high to make that between successive layers greater
than a _in minimum. This minimum is dependent
on the liquids used, and is jnst large enough to prevent
the layers mixing immediately on contact;
(¢) none of the liquids used should coagulate the particles
to he separated;"
* Mr. W. H. Walton has independently developed the I_nne
ImJ_d---private communication.
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(d) the liquids should not react with the container, pro-
ducing precipitated particles or giving any product
likely to coagulate the particles to be separated or
interfere with their free fall.
i
Mixtures of alcohol and water are found to be satisfactory
in the separation of glass particles. Mercuric chloride was
mmd]y added to the alcohol-water mixture to prevent organic
growths, which were a troublesome feature of initial experi-
ments with the demity gradient column. Diffusion at the
/rim-facto be_waen la_.rs provides a gradual dmni¢_.over in
density. The layers can be made thin and n_ to that
• qeasibly continuot_ lffadation of dendty b' obtained,
e_dally at the top of the _tation column. The
gradient per_ts for a long time and is not upset by
mdliational movements or temperature fluotuations. Con-
vection currents are damped out and the column obtains an
equilibrium state with a gradient of demtty from 0.86 ¢o
1-0 g/c.c, from top to bottom.
The d_.sitles of tlw mixtures used in settingup the gradient
are in l_pe of 0.01 g/c.c, from 1.0 to 0.86g/c.c. The
containing vessel b filled with water, and a tube with a
flanged end lowered on to the water ma'face. Liquid of
density 0.99 g/c.C, b slowly
pipetted down the side of the
tube. At the flange the down- O.91
ward velocity b reduced and a OQ3
flow outwards a(a'oss the water OoA
surface produced. With a OQ5
density difference of 0.01 g/c.c.
it is relatively easy to create
a step in density at the water CYg_
ma'face. The procedure is re-
peated with further layers. The OQ_
thickness of the different layers
is adjusted to provide • steep
gradient at the top of the sedi-
mentation vessel. A typical
gradient b shown in Fig. 5.
(fi) The instrument. The I'0
gradient is incorporated in the
instrument of Fig. 6, The sedi-
mentation vessel A is locked to
the detachable top C of a large
cylindrical container B at a
point near the circumference, density
A number of _ glass
dbhes are mounted round the
drcunfference of a plate D Fig. 5.
which is rotatable about •
_entral stem E in m_ch a way as
to _ the dishes successively
beneath A, which may be of
39
37
35
33
31
28
25
22
18
Typical con-
stngtion of alcohol-
wa_r column having
• gradient of density
any length and may have • wide variation in diameter.
The length b determinedby the size of partic_ being
gl_arated (the larger the pankles, the greater the length
lequired) by the resolution required in the _parafion, by the
time considered neces_ry for the completion of a w4uwatory
run and by the time taken to change the dishes in position
without introduc/n$ any tendency for the liquid in B to swirl.
Tbe vesseb reed varkd in length from 20_n to 100cm and
in diameter from 6 cm upwards. The bottom part of A i-
wLx-s_ed into • cylindrical brass container H which in
turn is locked securely through • hole in the Perspex plate C
by the ring J, screwed tightly to the threaded bottom portion
g of H. Rubber washers are used to perfect the liquid-tight
313 , **
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ae_ between Persgw.x and brass. A gtopo¢_ F mlpth_ A _ calibration of the grad_nt for density and visc_ty.
as required. The top Perspex plate" C is fixed to B by a Several precautions improve the quality of the _tration.
brass ring L and twelve bolts and nuts M spaced round B.
B is constructed of brass and has a stopcock G. (a) The im_t and the liquids rood mint be as fi_ m
possible from extraneous particles.
(b) The glass introduced in suspension must be completely
[ [A " deflocmdated and must stay dispersed during the- . time of the separation. Acombinationofmechaa_
dispersion and suitably chosen liquids provides good
H _ g_¢m--"_ deflation. Water41cohol mixturestreesl_._ ly
. suitablt for glass.(c) Particl s which stick to the walls and are i_odged
may eventually fall into the "wrong" receiving dish.
O They are eAiminated by/mer_g, at the bottom of
the ves_ A, • baffle ring P designed to present a
sharp edge to the falling spheres at such an angle
that they are unlikely to attach themselves to the
edge itself.
0v) Results and conclusions. Spheres with diameters up
to 40 p have been separated in one operation giving over
90_oof all those in one dish within 5: 5_ of the mean size.
Fig. 7 shows a typical separation. The separated patrick,
can be used in any application requiring • small amount d"
section uniformly spherical particles of the same size. The amou_
of material separated in each operation is small, being of the
order of 0.3 g, but it is possible to make at least 3 rum in
the same column without destroying the density gradient.
%,q Q , e
,:'J/
_holf plan ,_. • • , . .... : . 'j,
Fig, 6. Apparatus for separation of glass spheres ,,
attached to its lower end a Perspexplate D carrying a number >,:' _.' 0 Ot_"_ :-_' O' -,._f'_ _
of small, concave glass dishes N fixed in position by circlips. : .... "..
The size of D and position of the dishes are such that they :!_ <" : " _.._/ ' " , ,'" , " _ ?._.-)_:1
can be revolved in turn, byE, into position under the vessel A. _,/". _ ..... -.: _ ' " _ .... (;.;t_
The height of D is adjusted until the dishes are under, and
as close as possible to, the brass end H, to ensure that any Fig. 7. Photomicrograph of Hysil glass spheres ira-
panicles falling out of A will settle in a glass receivin8 dish. meraed in water. Mean diamater 14 p
The instrument is levelled by mounting the three feet of B on _'
adjustable jacks. The method may be used for any material ff two liquids m"
When the vessel B is being tiffed it is advisable to prevent be found that maintain cUspe_on of the particles and me d,!
the trapping of air bubbles on any part of B or the apparatus auitable density and viscosity. The method of i_tratl0t
, inside B. An air bubble released during a run which rises may be applied directly to the s/ze diatribution analym d
through the sedimentation column spoils.the separation by powders and has been reed in • method depend/rig on
causing MIS along its path. This _ty can be avoided _cattering of light by the particles as they cross • horizeetll
in several ways, e.g. by coning part of the underside of the section of the seclimentation vemeL
top C and trapping the air in the cone apex, or by providing
an e-cape port by suitably slotting the locking ring J"and
B.BFERKNCl_$ ,
the bottom threaded part of H.
(iii) Use of im_t. When the instnnnent has been (!) S_, S. lndmtr. _ C._m. Anal. ed., 6, p.
assembled and the liquid column with its gradient of demity (1934).
established, a dilute suspension of spheres in pure alcohol is (2) _ IC Indu_tr. _ Chem. Anal. ed., 11,
run down on to the top of the column using the flan_p_! tube (1939). ,,
as before. The dishes are then rotated under the _limenta- (3) Bt.OO_Qtr_'r, C. R.) and CLAI_, A. lnd_tr. F_
tion veuel at times determined by the size of particles required Chem. Anal ed., I2, p. 61.(1940).
and their velocity of fall as calculated from Stokes' Law and (4) PAUL, W., and Jo_.s, R.V. Research, 3, p. 98
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8oda Lime GImB:
Chemical Composition: See Over
Temperatures:
Rehlctive Index: 1.51 - 132
Spedk Gravity: 2.48 - 2.55
Ltnmtr Coefficient of "L'bem.dkpea_n (0 - 300C); 83 - 9.3 x 10"*/C
Young's Modulus: 1 x 10 vpsi
Rigidity Modu]w: 4._ x 10_mt
Poluon's Ratio: 0.21
Dielectric Constant: 12.1 Q3C., II(Hx), 7.0 - 7.6 (20C, 1MHz)
Power Factor (1MHz at 20C): 0.004 - 0.011
Volume Resistivity @ 250C: 10vOhms
Hardnm: DPI-150g Load: S40 ks/ram 2
Knoop 100t; Load: SlS iq;/nu_
Speed of Sound: 5.8 km/I st 23C
Mean Specific Hut: 0.18 cal/ipnC at 20C, 0.28 cal/IpnC at 1000C
True Specific Heat: 0.18 adlsmlC at 20C 032 calllpalC at 1000C
Thermal Conductivity:. 0.002 callleclcmC st 0C, 0.0036 ad/Nc/anC st 500C
Coefficient of Friction: 0.18 to 0.24 _lass on glass)
Dielectric Strensth: ,LqO0Kv/cm
Thermal DUh_tvity nt Room Temperature: 0.005 cn_/E
=miuivity: 10% at 2Win
58% at 3p.m
90% st 4.51_m
98% at SKin
78% it 9.Sp.m
85_ at 12.0_
Spectr_ _vity of • 1/8" thick _ecr. P2_
Chemical DurabtUt,/-Powder Tests
In wate_ 4 hours at 90C: 0.05S Ne:D extmctsJ
In N/S0 H2SO4, 4 hours 90C: 0.03% Na_O extmc_
AbeorpUon Coe_dent: 0.069/cm in the visible resion
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Glass is very rich fn SI and It can also contain larp amounts of other elements such as Fe,
Na, I<, Ca, t/& and AL The prlnary compound tn slam is SiO_ Pure S/OzfJam is very
slmllnrto quartz except that It does not lute the long ;rangeayst_IL-testructureof quartz.
Such _ 1_ the bllow'C-q_
excellent c/tmmfcal durability
can withstand large tmnperatum
trantpar_t to a wide nu_ of wavelengtl_ of light
vmy nw tC-qpoint(172. 
c_-uJt to _pe
Adding other elanents town the slam m.p. and v/tcmlty so it/s miler to work with
althoush not as durable.
Soda-Lime Glau: Soda I/me slass is a mlzture ofNazO, CaO, andS/O2alon S with other
trace elemenW. Color can be added with trace amounts of tnmsltlon metals. The colors are
• result of transitions of electrons in the _ki orbital.
Co 2.
MnS*
green color you see whim looking at the _ of a window pane
blue
purple
greens
In acidic Iolutton, H" exchanges with alkali lore on the surfacL This his little effect on the
structural/ntegrlty of the _, so It holds up quite well under acid/c conditions.
In basic mlution, OH- ions disrupt the _ and can actually dissolve the ghats.
Formation of a white film on tl_ _ is an tndicator of thfJ effect.
Chemical Anslvsls of • I"vDG'.,I I:_II_ Sodli-Ll_e {_l,,u
sto2 67-7s 
Na:O 13S
CaO 9.7S
AI_3, _49t
IronOxide SO_
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CHAIN/CONVEYOR LUBRICANT
A group of high temperature lubricants containing graphite or molybdenum disulfide with additives in a variety
of carriers designed to reduce friction without forming objectionable residues over wide temperature ranges.
TYPICAL BENEFITS
• Extended life of moving parts
• Extended lubrication cycles
• Function over wide temperature ranges
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
• Oven and furnace chains or bearings
• Rails In annealing furnaces
• Metal lithograph lines
• Fiberboard and carton lines
• Reduced energy consumption
• Reduced downtime from chain freeze-up
• Conveyor chains and trolley wheel bearings
• Dryer ovens -- Tobacco -- Plywood
• Paint lines
• Can lines
Product Pigment Carrier Flash PI' Temperature'
(A) (C) GP-250* Graphite Synthetic 380° F. 1600°1=.
(A) (C) GP-251 Graphite Synthetic 490 ° F. 1000°F.
(A) (C) GP-751 Moly Synthetic 4900 F. 750°F.
(A) (C) LS-1350" Graphite Synthetic 490°F. 1000°F.
(A) (B) (C) LS-2527 Moly Hydrocarbon 130°R 750oF.
(A) (B) (C) LS-2574 Moly Hydrocarbon 130°F. 7500R
(A) LS-2593 Graphite Synthetic 47001=. tS00OF.
(A) LS-3101 Graphite Synthetic 57001=. 1000 °F.
(C) LS-3118 MolylGraphite Oil 350Ol =. 1000o1:.
(B) (C) LS.3111 MolylGraphlte Hydrocarbon 265 OF. 1000=R
(A) (B) (C) LS-3110 Moly Synthetic 280OF. 750oR
(A) (B) ((3) LS-3145 Graphite Synthetic 250OF. 1800°F.
(1) Flash point of carrier.
(2) Maximum continuous operating temperature after the carrier has evaporated.
(A) Synthetic carders will not form objectionable residues, i.e., carbon and varn;sh deposits.
(B) After evaporation of carrier, products will function as dry film lubricants.
(C) Suitable for automatic lubricating systems.
(*) Require some agitation.
z$9,;- c-o-T
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syrrplastics
THE $_ OF THE FI_!$T IN,m,.ASTICS
technicaldata
371 e CUFTON PLACE. MONTROSE, CA 91020 • TELEPHONE (818) 24@-'/'810
.SYMPOXY SP-I, SP--2 and SP-3
HOLLC_ MX_ FOR L_GZ_%_I_T SYNTACrlC R_sr_s
YC_%MSl ETC. IN EPOXY t POLYESTERS I _ ETC.
EeSCRII_fION:
Sympu_ SP-I, SP-2 and $1_3 are hollow glass microspheres of different qualities
and specific gravities.
SP-I is a thinner walled bead that has been acid etched, %ashed, dried
to take out all broken beads and has c_ntrolled specific gravity assuring fixed specific
gravities when mixed with liquid or powdered s_. These beads have excellent
moisture resistance providing high insulation resistance.
Symp=o_ SP-2 has a higher specific gravity variance but has _ compressive
strengths and higher specific gravity at similar loadings in the carraer. A higher
loading, by volume, gives reduced shrinkage, higher hardness, better abrasion resist-
ante while maintaining lower viscosity and better flow than SP-I. SP-2's are also
lower in cost.
Sympoxy SP-3 has a v_ry thick wall and much higher specific gravity range but
does _ii in _ where larger fillings are required and no lower than .85 specific
gravity is required. Higher compressive strengths, _ syste_ costs, better filler .
suspension and easier processing are the application requirements fulfilled by SP-3.
All of the above microspheres increase flame reta_ by lowering the thermal
conductivity of the systan.
TYPIC/L PRDPERrIES: SP-I SP-2 SP-3
Specific gravities .16 to .18 .20 to .25 .70 to .75
Oil absorption (ASI_ D281) 30 9 6
Bulk density, ibs/cubic foot 4.3-5.0 5.9-7.5 25-27
Color _%ite light gray gray
Hiding power good excellent excellent
El_.ricals e_uellent good good
Costs high low low
Vehicle processing:
_hana yes yes yes
by mill no no no
by _ar no no no
CAUTION:
Since all three micros_hexes are of a fine paze.icle size and low density, caution
shou/d be used in working with them. A faoe mask, long sleeve and long legged clothing
• hmOd he used and ?ooa _ h_:U,ne fo].Zo_:l by washir_ exposed skin with soap and
water. Ta,,.a._Clothing before reusing. Avoid fm or sparks in un_tilated areas.
Use mechanical exhaust in work area after using.
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AMERICAN TECHNICA TNC
J'- o.z_16
TEL: 516-741-7140 HOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS OF BALLS
F_J<:54_744-7321
*O.127mm 2.50 7.50
"0.15 2.788 = 7/64" 7.938 ,, 5/16"
0.2 3.00 8.00
0.25 3.175 " 1/8" 8.50
0.30 3.50 8.731 " 11/32"
0.35 3.969 " 5/32" 9.00
0.40 4.00 9.525 - 3/8"
0.45 4.50 10.00
0.50 4.762 " 3/16" 10.319 = 13/32"
0.6 5.00 I0.50
0.7 5.50" II.00
0.8 5.556 = 7/32" 11.112 " 7/16"
0.9 6.00 11.50
i.00 6.350 = 1/4" ll.906 " 15/32"
1.50 6.50 12.00
1.588 = 1/16" 6.747 = 17/64" 12.50
2.00 7.00 12.700 = I/2"
2.381 = 3/32" 7.144 = 9/32"
A]] sizes in metric except where noted.
Other sizes are available upon request.
Ball are availabte in Synthetic, Ruby, Sapphire, Quartz, Optical
glasses, Ceramics, R,irconia, Sodalime, Borosi] irate and Tungsted
Carbide.
tOnly available in Synthetic Ruby
3/90
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Glass Balls
When It oomes to k_ cost flow oon-
_ol and hlgh heat applications,
cleslgnenglneers find glass balls
hard to beat. Forgood reason.
Glassballsare dlmenslonally
stable. They redstcorrosion and
chemloal abKxptlon_I. Plus,they
can withstand temperatures up to
600OF.
Glass balls also vary In denslty,
tlepencllng on the type of glass
they're made from. They are widely
used In applloatlons requlrlng a
mpeolf_ _ro_ty.
Let'stake a look at why these
unlclue characterlstlc# make glass
balls Ideal for flow control, Instrumen-
tation and fiber optic applications.
Food processing, pharmaceutical,
and photographlc processing equlp-
ment englneers select glass balls for
check valves because they provlde
Glare Prol:_dlos kN:la-Ume Bomdllcate "Black
Dermlhr:gm,lcm, a 2.47 2.23 2,64
Haraness: Knoop-IGIN_o 465.0 418.0 405.0
Softening Polnl: *C. 695,0 820.0 650.0
Maxlmum Worklng Temperature'
(annealed glass] Normal _:, 110.0 230.0 110.0
Extreme "C. 460.0 490.0 380.0
Young Modulus: 104 Io,15 KI. In. 10.0 9.4 9.8
_'s Ratio 0.24 0.20 0.21
Thermal Exponslon
cal. cmJ300°C.- 10-7In.lln.l °C, 92,0 33.0 89.0
Th_mal ConductMty
cal, ore Join.2 mec.deg. C.
- M8"F.I-1009_:. Ix 10_) 1.99 2.13
+32°F, I0°C. Ix 10_J 2A3 2.71
÷212°F.I+ I00°C. (x 10"i) 2.65 3/12
Thermal Stre6sReslslance 17°C. 53°C. 18"C.
Dlelectdc Propertles at I MHz- 20°C.
Power Foc't_ % 0.9 0.5 0.17
Dielectric Conltant 7.2 4.6 6.3
LossFactor 6.6 2.6 1.1
Log_ of Volume Re_t_y: ohm-crn,
25°C. 12.4 46.0 --
250°C. 6.4 8.1 8.9
.%_0*C. 6.t 6.6 7,0
Refra_ve Index Sod. D _ (.5893 _) 1,512 1.474 1,507
'Ivl_r_'_al _ cx-iy. NOTE:11w_ _ wll vaWl:_ween rawgJaumanulaolum_.
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AMERICAN [ECHNICA Inc.
418 DEN'[C_ AVliNUi
NEW I-IYD{_ PAla<. NY 111)43
TEL: 546-741-71,'lf I
I:AX: 5'l 6-741-732 '1
A.F.B.M.A. * Grade Tolerances and Terminology
D,am_e, "V" Block O_motof Mlllm_
A. F.B.M.A. TOlerance Ot_-¢4- Round Toto_ance Basic Mark,rig Surlmce
Glide Per In p_ [h.,tmeler Incr84¥_nts R_ulghneM
Ball |20" Ang_ _ CO_i_rwr Tolerllnce Idluo-lrmh
Inch ,Inch _ Inch
3 000003 .000003 .000o05 --,.00003 .000000 ,S'"
5 .000005 .000005 .0000 J =.00005 .000005 .7""
10 0000_0 .000010 .00002 : .0001 000010 1.0"
15 .0000t5 .000015 .00003 =.0001 000015 t.:t'"
25 .000025 .000025 .00005 -.,0001 000025 1.S'*
50 .00005 .00005 .0001 .,.0002 0OO05 3.0
! O0 .0001 .0001 .0002 _ 0005 000 _ S.O
200 .0002 .0002 .0004 -_.0010 000_ ,11.0
•"AA" Arlthme6ca/Ave'age.
"'Thesegraclesmaycams"wavinessrequlremem.
ff,-,_,_ow:
Bail industry terminology has been interpretedby _e A.F.B.M.A. f(x use by the k_dUslry.Listed below are _e terms
conformto the A.F.B.M.A. standard definil_ns, unless otherwisespecified.Please callus If imy of these terms need _r_er
clarification.
lb, Rm,19hnesm:
Surface irregularities, finely Sl:)aced,direction,height and widthof which demorstrate the overall surface paltern.
Ball Wavlnelm:
Geometrical irregularityof S',ehal surface where wave lengths are longer_ _ roughness.
Ih.dG Dlame|er:
The Basic I:Xameter is spec_fleclby a Iraclion plus a decimal only to _e sixth place e.g. 1/4° + .0002" or .2502% 15/64" +
.0003". or .223575".
B4IIC Diameter Tc_erlnce:
The maximum de_at_on allowed of any ball diameler from the basic allan'met, in any ShJl:*n_ts to satis_ orders tot that
basic cliameter.
DlllrnelerTollrln¢l PerBill:
The 8JJowsb/e di//erence between the iatges_ diameter and Ihe smaJlest d/ameter measurable on one ball.
DiameterToltmnce Per UnityConltdn_.
The allowable range of _e average diameler o( single bagsv_lt_ any one ui'dlcordainer.
Grade:
Numerical value ol the Diameter Tolerance Per Ball shownin rn_5ordhsOf an inch.
I'Llrdr_lll:
Measure Of resistance of balls to penetration is figuredby Ihe methods Indicaled in I'd8 standard.
I._:
A Iol is made up of all balls, same gtiKie, specJIc diameter (maddng incmmenl), hardness and material. IIui=m_ed for
approva/as an undivk:ledwhole al thesame lime.
Iku'klng I_t-:
,Standard unit slops in rrdlionthsol an inch to show the Specific Diameter.
I Nominal Dlameb_r:
I S_ZEwhichis usedfor the purposec_genera Ic_mU_Uon,e.g.. I nVmllr, 3/16",7/32-, _s'64-, etc.
I'_ _ _b_/:
I Degree Of predslon Jr<rearedby _ tolerancln.
Quallly cxlrSurl_ce:
I Degree of rermemenl of the sudaoe characteds_ as indicatedby wavine_, roughness and appearance.
fl¢ Ot_meter:.
nil _t_or clamot_ as ma,'ked,shown in the grade's st_ _ ir_omont ctc_est to the average dla._t_
of _ bails in that unit contcJner.
Lk_tContainer: "
single co_taJt_r marked as having balls 04 Iho same material, spoctfJc dlamoler and grade.
'V' Block Out of Round:
Occasionally rolerred to aS I_ee-point or mur_olepotnl out-ol-roundness.11is the maximum variation in the rlse Ofthe
made possible throughchanging _ positionwhile the ball is supportedin 8 "V'
Visual InspecUon:
A rnacr_o inspecSon Of the ba, surface JorImperfecaons.
°An_ Fr_on 8earing ManufacturersA_a_on (A.F.B.MA..}
÷
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GP ceramic precoats are designed for use in metalforming operations to
provide lubrication and protection against oxidation at elevated temperatures.
TYPICAL BENEFITS
• Improve metal flow o Reduce friction and pressures on dies
• Provide oxidation protection • Reduce heat loss of workplace
• Provide added lubrication • Improve surface finish of workplece
SURFACE PREPARATION
Workpieces should be chemically or mechanically cleaned and rinsed with water prior to coating. Acid etching followed
by s clean rinse Is recommended. For water4:_se coatings, preheat workplace to 150"F to 300"F (66"C to 149°C) after
cleaning and before coating application.
METHOD OF APPLICATION
The products may be used full strength for blocklnglextrudlng operations, For mixing or diluting to a desired level,
thoroughly mix to a uniform consistency, using a method that minimizes air entrapment. Hand mixing or agitation with
a slow speed mixer Is recommended.
Work pieces may be coated by dipping or spraying, followed by air drying from 10to 30 minutes depending upon carrier
and room temperature.
For optimum results, a smooth uniform costing, free of cracks, runs or pinholes is necessary.
Dipping Procedure
Clean and thoroughly dry pars before dipping. Position parts after dipping to minimize buildup of coating while drying.
A coating thickness of 0.001" to 0.002" after drying Is recommended.
Spraying Procedure
Conventional spray or electrostatic systemsare suitable for coating parts. Experience will dictate proper patterns and
technique. Dry-film coating thickness should be 0.001" to 0.002". If necessary make additional applications only after
Initial film Is thoroughly dry.
DILUTION RATIOS
Concentrated product may be diluted for thinner coating or spray system application. Start with 8 parts concentrate
by volume to I part proper carrier. Dilute further If necessary. Slowly add diluent to product while gently stirring. Avoid
excessive agitation which causes air entrapment.
COATING REMOVAL
Residual coatings may be removed by sandblasting or hot salt bath treatment.
HANDLING AND STORAGE
Shelf life of products Is from six months to one year In original unopened oontainem. Materials with flammable solvents
Shouldbe kept away from open flame or sparks. Seal containers when not Inuse to prevent contamination and evapors.
tlon. Use adequate ventilation with all solvent based coatings.
For ecldltlonal Information of sale use lad handling refer to Ihe MSD8 of each product.
For Inlormatlon on Graphite Die Lubrir.anbl randPrlmoats pieces reqmNd PB-2 Bulletin.
'_._mlllm'q_l;,f Re. Bo_ 29, Brookfield, Ohio 44403
Phone: (216) 394-1617
FAX: (216) 394-2389
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GRAPHITE POWDERS
A sele_ion of three grades of graphite powder in three different ranges of particle sizes. The
black boundary lubricant powders have no melting point and are thermally stable at
temperatures in excess of 100001:. in the presence of air.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
• Adheres to most surfaces.
• Lubricates over a wide temperature range up to IOOO°F. in the presence of air.
* Readily mixes with greases, oils, and fluids•
• Maintains a very low coefficient of friction in high temperature environments.
AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE (_ OF POWDER
GP 600 98% by weight through 325 sieve. Average particle diameter determined by sieve
analysis.
GP 601 96% to 98% by weight through 325 sieve. Average particle diameter determined by
sieve analysis.
GP 603 .7 to .B5 microns average particle diameter by Fisher Sub Sieve Sizer.
(IbNot to be used as a specification.
INDUSTRIAL USES "
• Metalworking for hot forming, hot extrusion applications.
• Additive for plastics, rubber to reduce or modify friction.
• Additive for plastics, rubber, as an electrically conductive pigment.
• Tumbling/burnishing application to "O" Rings, packings and seals•
• Maintenance lubricant in powder form.
APPLICATION METHODS
• Tumbling for metalworking or small component coating.
• Burnishing or rubbing surfaces with cloth.
e Dusting or small applicator bottle for penetrating narrow areas.
• Powder ingredient mix for plastics, elastomers, plastics and powder metals.
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Hollow Microspheres
PQ's hollow micmsphercs are your best
choice when you need a lightweight
filler. We currently offer glass, ceramic
and plastic hollow microsphercs.
To the naked eye micmsphercs look like
a fine white power. If you looked at
them through a microscope, you would
see micron-sized, spherical particles
filled with air.
These tiny spheres provide a surpris-
ingly wide range of benefits in finished
products:
• low density
• improved flow
• reduced shrinkage and warpage
• betterimpactresistance
• cost reduction when more expensive
materials are displaced
• easier finishing and working
chameteristic,s
• sound and thermal insulation
Microspheres were first introduced as
lightweight fillers for plastics, explo-
sives andcements.Because they have a
low specific gravity, a relatively small
quantity of microsphercs can displace
more costly materials and reduce overall
weight and costs. In water gel and emul-
sion explosives, mierosphems function
as scnsitizcrs.
The number of industries that use
microspheres has grown considerably
over the years. Today our products are
Applications for Microspheres
EndUss Iktrlx AchnmUmgms
Cutlur_rnart_e Po_er [:)e¢_
Simub_-woodfurniture _ totl_emalzhock
Deeorat cas n9 cas 9q ,y
I_ine ¢lec_ and hdl codng _ter Co_ reductionmxov_ m_es_
Easierf_ing
eonn9
Bowlir_.l_ll dotes Polyester Dens_ control
Plywo:xJ-I:idmg Polyester Improved_ endfinishing
compounds Epoxy Therm_msu_
Insularly•pipe coveri_ Polyurethane
Automot_r,otna<P.aa_ng Aspha_ic Den._ n_k_>n
_zcls Acousticinsutat,on
Aolornolivesealants PVC plastisol Density reduclion
ReOuceOsagtendency
Chipresistance
Auto and Iruck brake pads Phenolic Increased pad life
Density reduction
Syr_actic-foamflo_tion Epoxy Densityreduction
devices
Hi-railcoatings Solvent-basedresin Densityreduction
Texturedpaints Water-borne I_,r kngoved d'molo_
Grouts Latex Density reduction
Roof coatings Elastomefic latex Enhanced trowe_abaity
Synthetic stucco Latex/cement Irnprov_ sprayabilily
Concrete Cemenl
Industnalexplosives Watergel Sen_r,,ib/
Ernul_on
Refractorycoatino/bneks Ceramico_-'nposrle Thermalin,_lation
Grindingwheels Ceramic oomposile Anlislurnpingrean state
Phenolic Controlled porosi_f
Weight reduction
found in lightweight cements, explo-
sives, auto part_ and underbody sealants,
bowling balls, marine industry products,
building materials, autobody fillers, cul-
turcd marble, paints, grinding wheels,
friction compounds and refractories.
They arc compatible with polyesters,
epoxies, plastisols, methanes, thermo-
plastic, lazcxandphenolicresins.
Our products are available with surface
functional coatings, including silane,
metals and pigments for specialty appli-
cations.
We manufacture microsphercs at four
locations on three continents Our nel-
work of distributors circles the world.
PQ's technical service representatives
arc available to advise you on formulat-
ing or processing questions.
Yours ngksoum,/o,nacnnpner s-
any..hereintheworld.
PAl 02/1002
The Corporation
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VIRGINIA/ HARTFORD BALL 40C ) i 9495593 0000049 8 lmmiJ-_3./_
BRASS HIGH CARBON DRILLED BALLS
CHROME ALLOY AND SPECIAL
_,meAmaLvaIg-C,bra:so BALL PRODUCTS
Copper 0B.&-71.8%; Leed .07 max; Iron .05 TYPE ANALYSIS - AI81-12100
max; Zinc. remainder. Oorbon 316-1.1%; Chromlum 1.,q-1.6%. Hlu'tford manuiacturus drilled bldis In verlous
GENERAL. INFORMATION GENERAL INFORMATION materials, to customer blueprint spaclflodkx, m.Odtiaal hole diameter toiarem:e snd hole
I%f We primarily In vllvs eppIJoItione. This _ IS the resull of years o| experi- _rkd_y e_ IIohlevJ_. All ddlled belle
MAmmAL CHARACTERISTICS meeting with vldous imslyuss in arch of are ecoJrol_f lapped to flNshed surface
Very tough. Very good corrosion rmlstence Ibe bell matm'lal for bearing use. _ 0eomotrk: _ioM.
14 lowest seat. MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS We offer taperod. Gounls<t)ored and
MAOHINABILITY - 110. High hardness and consequent resistance to (_untorllmk holee, as well Im other eec(mde_
delormsUon with excitant war resistance, operations. Also, vortobia modlfloatlone use
CORROSION RESISTANCE - Good. Manuflmlured from the highest qusllty be made on • vsot miaGtlon of mMerisis.
HARDNESS ohroma alloy elsctrlc turnece steel In
Ffookwell B75-67 meaaumd on Nrlllel flat,_. ,m0ordence with our mnderd llp_=lficatlons AID IN NEW DEVELOPMENTS
end uniformly hardened by our lalest mesh- To ol_dn std for the Imtuflon of difrmult
ode of rmnb'olled belt blwUng throughout pmbiame, where speo_l belle m'e recl_rocl,
their entire dlomstsr, assuring maximum we enoourege you to oontu:t our 81Liesand
[ NAVAL BRASS* ,_th and Ior_ p,o. E,<in,wl_ O,Mp,,mam. W, are w,,Ing,d Ulrml to prov/de t_,,hnloal Ioformsflon
TYPE ANALYEI$ - Osbre 4(;4. HARDNESS I rebltlvo Io the IdapiaUon of special balls.
Copper (10%: Tin 0.76% • Zinc _.25%. Rockwell C -IN) to 116mescurod on parallel Should you wish to use our tachnlost experts
fiats, lor m development project, arrangements can
GENERAL INFORMATION be made eocordlngly.
Destrable for use primarily in valve
Ilppllcatlona. It is our sincere desire to help you with your
speolel needs, therefore, do not hesitate to
MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS consult our _perlenoed and knowis_
I Extmmety tough. Offers good corrosion aft.
mJstance st relatively low cost.
MACHINABILITY - 80.
CORROSION RESISTANCE - Good•
HARDNE88
Rockwell B?5-ge measured on persllel lists.
[ "On sl_clal order only. E
• ! i
..................... i ............................ • ...........
....... ,....... , - .
GLASS* PLASTIC" TUNGSTEN CARBI DE':
[ EODA LIME NYLON-zl_d 101 GENERAL INFORMATION
Will not stand thermal shock: con mechanl- CORRO810N RESISTANCE Typical industry applications ere: Instru-
tally give continual service at 230 degrees Nylon Is insoluble In common solvents, mefltetion: vstves in high precision hydraulic
F." stands limited static end torque load; alkalies, dllule mineral acids end most systems: high Iced bearings; Inertial nsvlgs-
good electric Ind corrosion resistant organic ecids. Nylon Is particularly out- Sign systems; bell screws; linear bearings In
properties, standing in rezistanOe to alkalies, petroleum MIOewsys; gaging end checking: motifs:
oil and greases at tsmpereture- up to 300 and Ior bellbdng.
degrees F. Acids such Is taot|c acids in MATERIAL CHARACTERISTIC8
SURFACE milk. photogrophlc solutions, etc.. have The ohsreotariatio propertk)s of Tungslen
Ground - 20-30 Mk=roinohes tittle or no effect. Nylon balls ere used carbide make it highly luitsble for precision
[ P.M.S. where the requirement oldie for Ilghlwelght, bills in applications rIKluirlng high herd-
Polish - 10-20 Mlcrolnchu mllianl matarlel and restlUmce to ebroslon. I1ess; resistance to wear. Impact elevstad
FLM.S. Used without lubrk:ation. I Immperoture. corrosion, humidity, slxesion.
PYREX BRAND - (Coming 7740}" j In(i poor oonditlons of Iubrloallon.
Will stand high thermal shock: can HARDNESS - Rockwell R-118. TYPE ANALYSIS
I. 14% Tungsten, 8% Cobaltlasohanlcelly ONe oontJnuel service 14 450 TEFLON IRECHANICAL PROPERTIES
degrees F. with extreme temperature limit It P,.ADRRO|ION REEISTANCE
Ultlmete Tensile Strength 220.000 psi
g00 degrees F; very high eleotrlo resistivity No known Industrbd holds or omadlus will Ultimate Gompreulve Strength 643.000 psi
L lad dielectric strength; high ohemlool stabll, attack TEFLON. lad there ill nO know Transveree Rupture Strength 228.000 psi
fly. lad will withstand high epplled torque + Ilofvenl for it. Recommended for applloa-
folds. Hsrdne,.- (Rool_vstl A) 90.6-01.5
Signs where II0htwelght. nonmetallic, and Modulus of Elesticlty N.000.000
erosion resistant properties ere mquirod. Densffy (Approx.) 0.64 lb./In.
|URFACE Specific Gravity 14.85-15.0S
Ground - 10-40 Mk;rolnohes HARDNE8S - Durom14er - 15-70. "Available through 8pe_slty Ball Co.
R.M.S.
PolISt_ - 10-20 Mioroinchee
i P.M.S
"On epeolM order only. "On speokd Order only.
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Ti_ M_,_pk_
I_ ot_vved to redu0e up to 90_ o,r_ m_po_ion. 8,vbqp in evtporttlen
i_IN4 Ofmore th&n tw_ miJlion dol|Odqlin _ yl_lll have been regorwJ &t• mn|le
fuem.
A pr_y um_ of _x uR ot mkmtphtm u • _ h pbwdm t,_:mlolU is
_r_ fc.u_, but. they bsve oome .nki._ q_Utim, both in ot_uouu_ _d ;,, pmpee-
urn. ,t,'o_n_ i_.pom, t_q mie.eo_h_"m !_ ol_, mim'omo_ talk, _d
ou_di_l), uniform in r,_ot.u_ D_.,i_y w, I_ _mt, ml_ _mn, m_, ,,omrd_
_o_e p.-opo_on of mi_.o_,_ _ to d_ ruin ads. O_l:.u_ _dt_ _on,e_tio_J
bto_m or _rothad foan_ _ _va n_rkodly _ _th, _ly under _om-
prm0ive load. _rormu/_t_ona motadOl_ll m_vtq)hm_ m _uppliod el,&heru _ or
moidinz compounds tot peoe,mi._ _ oonveu_sud teohnktum or u roJxuum wtt_
Oosu_t_n©yot d_dnpu,ad, wh_ c&nbe sampai into plMe _1 oumd. _uD',
po_ystyrmu_,_d pismo_ _ nee_ eonuuoa uum'lxm.
Oeam_-purpm_ uppl_ees ot m_e_-b_d remusemploy lsrZu qu_atltlm
of inda_trbd-(Ftde plu-.ie _d irlm typm. A_ • I_r,-uet_r&!void IUler msd buoFu_
,u,r_;,.l i. eubmuri_m, ,edp_, m_ amid/be•u,, _ foam preventu w_ter f_mn eoJleeut_
i. r_./_ _mid _ I_ _iditio_ _ the boo_ _'_c, _ foem helpe
pm_,._ oorrmtou o_ me_ _ _|o, oaphem lo_._ ur. used la oorm of madwioh
(,,u'uocur_, ,,lu,eu, ,_ndi_meb for ¢kick_,ruddy. _d e._bintol_ of Id,m,,ureorst't; _l
_bt_x_rLu_ o! iL-pJ,_u_ (e¢, DoiqGi,, DC-_); und iu tho _onst¢_¢_o,_ £_ld l'or
tharm&l fresh,on M will. roof, i_i BoOrp_mele. A _i_hl.we_h_ fi_r|c of imbeetoe
_tler ._L I_iu. rni_roopherl Lsused J. mi_n¢ r_dn |tt_itxt, g_ h_v_ • g_ OOO-
d_givi_y I,_ t&imhd_' _i_ of _-von_onll m,_te_Ids{Joh.i ,_IimviiJe Corp.).
Dup.w,_wr f[ol_ for oce_no_p'_hic _e,_rch use i¢la_m-ndcro_herefoaml with
eon_,lJod d¢_._ty (Fil. 2), A 43 lh/r_' foaat wi_h im elegy rtei. b_dcr pille8 tes_
at 20,000 ft depth s,_d10,000 pei 0omprei_,_,
_-leccro.io _ _lp_O spp|io_t_._ tnnbody _peeL_l.peoporty g]_ _d _ics
h_icro_p|_ereein OM_(_ twit-,, _yut._r,;_ _'osnl i'ormulsdo._, _d d_o _s
with "_lorod" pmperfi_. Low def..c)', io_" di©le¢_';c loll. high temp4witure ¢li-
pe.bili_y, rul_edx_e_, _nd _l_bility o_'properd¢l _e among rile raX'lU_'_non_lfor the
Gn_hec.l_'_,_, See _l_, l_._.l_o_l._
1:i_ :J.
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_U . M_,qp_em
10m_ ]0 'j elm
dlmtlm_ t841er,
10, t4 Ioo epm
ePers'_s
map, "7
_ de_p.,Uo.
bend_ beedml* beaded
A
I.N 1.07 ;.I
o.o_ 0.00l O,008
ao0o 7m
-_n to ÷Ooo .-.1,o0o_ -To to +800
_oem DPT IJVeut L,_ ]book,rim L,II
i ill i i i i J
The proptrt, Lm of • oobodon ot mb¢_phe'u for obotto_o jp_6_tio_ sre lii_
In Teble L
l'_pmim o! typi_ml #m mion_hen (_,coo,pbereo K) row., bemi on _oe
w_do_ used ruin e35_ u'o Ihown in Tsb]e 2.._0tdbble sre the yeduaflon in deui_
rKun rr_ .........
Aeti_l d_dect_ f_ with dkl_ propmJm tsiks_ ¢o eov_r • Im_
rswp of spedr_6o_ tot aim_.h_ m_d ndorewsv, Lppilo_t,dons, from ulSrm_m.
loss mzt_fi_s with dl0d_rlo eonstsn¢*tom to ths¢ of ,dr to high-kin, eonduotlve,
tCOlal4_fic auer87 s_rl_u_, atro_ by hloo_d_f metal, osrl_,,, or felToaut4p
no_ p&_cloe in th, _arwphore torah. Then lizbt.wdsh¢ dielectrio mUcb/i wit_
adjusted properdm And _pl/o_t/on in ndmowsve ]eadN¢ rsdomm, el_vomqpwf/e
windows, db/eotflc supports, miorowsvo absorbers, wsvszuide _ amd sntma_
_phy
1. IP.Vms_ _ at. UJI. h_- t,9_301 gum 1:, z067): s,s'ni,No (,ti_ t4, t0el); IR_0_
_. 'qqm PaVork"01m_a_.,,t,S. ;_, ira, pp.I_-_.
L W. P.._ _,¢_mic_m,pq Jw J(_190_
4. JLWirer,J. Cdle/mP/m_m, Ms_ lo_. pp. UFt-UII.
• & _LC.Vo_,W.J.Le_or_ ,_l_.Stmon,/_eC,a_.mpldJ__PublkklnlCeq_,
NewYmk, s01 lq_ W/-ile,
• memon _k Gu,mJ_ In¢
MICROTACTICITY
This srdab deals with _ mcperlxneat_JohsrscterissCion of stereorqiubu'
_, more epe_Jftcsl]¥,with the determination of m_crot_t_tdciW.
_ao..mmtJy wiCh t4_ _q_bUshn_n_ of flaonu_romol_.ul_r hy_e_ d.e
tO 8ta_Jdi_er, the smporUmt _eot of _-eoc_try ou polymer prop_ wu p_r-
ozLved by Meyer _nd Mcrk (1), who zc_ n_turaJ rubber and zut'_ _ Xa
_pit_ of thb osrly de_nos_-_n of the in_l_noe of I_on_trimd laomerian, and tho sub-
Nq.mt formu4ation of tl_ nd_t4oa bet_ m_'ooisom_rimn a_d the dowdopment of
or_t,dli_ity (_), over twou+O• five ]rszrs psm_d beJompro_d_ we_ d_v6bped/or
produoinl ,_,JS_ vi_,l, aad v_yl_dor_ polymm_ hsvl_ r_ __/om of t/n
•ubst_u_ento_bout t_ _,mm_trio mu_- Minus. Thb I_s_d,deye/opmon¢ b _thor
_n_o d_oprewdma_ of/nsd-to.ud/oncbdamonl had been ez_thneata/_y
oot_b6d (3) b)"ti_ ndd494_, t_l the fdl_r_ ot n_ny _ to _ bad
b4_n oorreotly M_ to the m_lon,_Nquenae ot ssymmetda a&ebon store ooa_pm_
IdOnllthe oludu (4,). ,In the poss-w_ yslrs fltt/e s,c_ant/on wu psid to
ord,r per_,, tho_h Schildkombtwl +o-workm (_) lhowsdtl_ pol.v-
(vinyl ethers) oouid be prepared which di_pbW_! eit,hm.nlbbes_, or osT_tad/ino b_vlor,
lind dl_ni,d _i rmulu In u,rm_ o_ _ (a). /lowmmr, ch, slmmsmdsr prop
m,uo,.,br _.m ,¢ .t. _ o_Z_y aTst,d_ pol_zm u,_ Zi_ _t,lym un-
• w_ve of interest in _e pol_mads_au¢ TM omst/on of rids mw
of li_sr pol.vmm sdmulstod ooasidmdde jm/vfty in polym.r _n
sad in tl_ study of __y mlstiomhilm, m _ in s nmnt, nn_w
(8), s_d with whi_ _ m_m _ be a_anu_ De_ _In_ m_ms_c
pol_n_t_oa oond_tiowsud m_ osnbe found in u mnlleat _vlew
of Bswn ,rod Lalwlth {9) _1 L_ "d_ _t_s_ _',,Ldm in _ Zn_y_Jop_ q.
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Mastic Balb
I
!
Continuous Re_ffance to Heat
letrafluc_-c_-_,r_ene
Formak_ehyae
Diolty _tt_olate
Epoxy ,ll
Poh_ayk_e Oxk_e
Nyk_
Po_ _ne
Po_ _0onate
l_ter
Po_thytene, H.D.
Acetal
lonomer
ine Fo,-i-r,._'-__.___ yale
Poly xner
_le BuladN_eS_rene
_4er_,t.D.
_one i
Ac_ic l llll
Po_v_ ChJork:_e
Phenoxy
45t"
425
4O0
375
325
325
30O
250
250
25O
220
22O
2t0
210
20O
20O
2OO
180
II 180
17,5
t70
170
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OF POOR QUP4,1TY
More and more clesign engineers
have been specifying plastic balls
to take the place of more expensive
materials, such as stainless steel. Let's
take a look at what_ to be gained
by deigning with pk:_c balls,
Firstof all, pla_c balls resistcorro-
sion ar_ abrasion very well. They
n'_ke durable components even In
highly corrosive environments, and
compared to metals having com-
poral_ oorro_on resistance,
plasticsare generally lessexpensive,
Next, you can choose from a wide
range of materials, inclucling com-
mon _1_ and new _lneered
plastics. Eoch performs ditferenfly,
so you can specity 1he i:x)lymer 1hat
best fits your al:_ioation, And your
txx::lge_.
Ifyourdesign iswelght-sensltlve,
plasticbollsare _I, They'remuch
lighterthan metal balls.
Rnolly, many plastics are ex-
#emely resistant to heat. Silicone, for
example, withstands temperatures
up to 6(]0°F and tetrcffluoroethylene
wtthsJands almost equally high
temperatures. The bar graph at left
shows the degree of continuous heat
resistance you can expect from differ-
ent p_:_:_.
Now that weVe touched on the
l:x:_c design advantages plastic
balls offer, let_ see what types of
applications suitthem best,
Plastic balls are ideal for light-load
bearings and flow controlappllca-
lions. Here's why.
Plastic balls have Iowfrtcflon and
require virlually no lubd(_dion.
Also, since plastic balls are quiet,
they're often usecl in offloe furniture,
bearings, rneclical products and
(¢xx_nu=_ on pago 4)
indmdrlal teck>nk_ _c.
PolychJoro- Phenolic,
Mfluoro- Wood Aour PO_om_le POly- Potyelhylene Polyethylene _Idhylene Riled carbonate High Denldty Low Denldty Pob'stytene
3.5 0.24-0.34 0.9-2.0 8-16 I-I0 NO break 1.0-7.0 0.25-0.70
6 6.5-8.5 8,5-11 9-10.5 2.5-5.0 1.1-I .7 3.3-5.2 5.5-8.0
150 800-1200 210-410 320 85-160 t4-38 100-170 400-500
28-36 - 60-300 60-100 5-10 20-40 50-550 1-2.5
8 8-12 14.6 11-13 2-3 - 5.5-10.0 8-15
175 800-1200 210-4t0 375 90-150 - 175 400-500
12 24-36 13 11 - - 4.0-8.0 1t.5-16
t80 600-t000 - 240 50-t00 - - 300-560
- 290-340 t50 280-290 - - 2.0 175-195
390 300-350 325 250-275 250 200 290-320 150-170
7 3,0-4.5 10 7 15-30 15-30 4.0-8.5 6-8
6 4-7 5.8 4,6 8 8 0.048-0.098 2.4-3.3
10'* I0"- t0 '3 4.5 x t0 '_ 2.1 X10'4 • I0 's • I0 's 6.5 x 10_ t0'7"t0_
2.65 5.0-9.0 3.9-7.6 3.17 2.3 2.3 2.2-2.3 2.5-2.65
450 200-425 385 400 480 480 450-660 500-700
0.045 0.04-0.30 0.04-0.09 0.0009 < 0.0005 < 0.005 0.0005 0.0001-0.0005
• 360 5 140 40-41 melts melts 485 60-100
nil 0.3-0,8 1.5 0.3 <0.02 < 0.02 0.04-0.03 0.03-0.05
Rt12 MI00-120 Rt08-1t8 M70, R1t8 R30-50 RIO R45-95 M70-80
nil self-e_ng, self-exting, self-extlng, slowburning slowburning slowburning 0.5-2.0
2.I 1.32-1.55 I.14 1.2 0.94-0.96 0.91-0.92 0.900.92 1.05-1.08
re<J brown-bk:)ck off-while cieclr milky whl/e _ whlte milky whlte clear
limltecl l_ue & brown unllmltecl unlimited un_ttecl unlimited unilmltecl unlimltecl
opaque opaque translucent transparent translucent tamlucent Iransluoent _t
to opaque to opaclue Io oloaque
KeI-F Plenco Zytel lJxan Super Dyk3n Dylon Hlmont Slyron
Va,te Yyclyne Merlon Marlex Petrolhene Dypro Lustrex
Nyk:_on Forltflex Eastman TenlJe Dylene
Dow Norlhem Pet
Norchem Norchem
U.S.I. Dow
I
Indumioi Tectonics, Inc. 3
Glass Balls
When It comes to low cost flow con-
#ol and high heat applications,
cleslgn englneers find glass balls
harcl to beat. For goocl reason.
Glass balls are dimensionally
stable. They resistcorrosion ancl
chemical absorption well. Plus,they
can withstand temperatures up to
600°I:.
Glass balls also vary In density,
depending on the type of glass
they're made from. They are widely
usecl In applications requiring a
specltic gravity.
Let's take a look at why these
unique characteristics make glass
balls ideal for flow control, Instrumen-
tation and fiber optic app41catlons.
Food processing,pharmaceutical.
and photographic processingequlp-
ment engineersselectglassballsfor
check valves because they provlcle
Denslty:gm,lcm, _ 2.47 2.23 2.64
Hardness: Knoop-KHN4_ 465.0 418.0 405.0
SofteningPoint:°C. 695.0 820.0 650.0
Maximum Working Temperature"
(annealed glass] Normal °C. 440.0 230.0 440.0
Extreme °C.. 460.0 490.0 380.0
Young Modulus: 106 lb./5 sq. In. 10.0 9,4 9.8
Polsson's Ratio 0.24 0.20 0.24
Thermal Expansion
col. cm.1300°C.- 40.7 In.lln.l °C. 92.0 33.0 89.0
Thermal Concluctlv_
cal.cmJcm? sec,ck_g.C.
- 148°F.I- 400°C. [x40"_)
+32°F,I0°C. {x40"3)
+242°I:,I+ 400°C. (x 40"_]
4.99 2.43
2.43 2.74
2.65 3.12
m
_1Sltess Resistance 47_:::. 53'_;. 18°C.
Dielecltlc Properties at 4 MHz- 20°C.
Power Factor % 0.9 0.5 0.17
Dielectric Cor'_tant 7.2 4.6 6.3
LOSSFoctor 6.5 2.6 1.4
Log,0ofVolumeResistive:ohm-cm.
25oc. 42.4 t5.0 --
250°C. 6.4 8.4 8.9
350oC. 5.4 6.6 7.0
Refractive Inciex Sod. D Line (.5893 microns] 1,542 1.474 1.507
-M_har_ c_n_era.om onh/. I_TE: T_ phy_col pmp_'l_ will vo_" _ r_v _ _.
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Ceramic Balls
Just as there are thousands of
plastics available, ceramics are also
available in a host of specific com-
positions ancl formulations. Each has
Its own distinct properties, but in this
section we'll only look at the general
charocteristlcs of ceramic balls.
As a general rule, ceramic balls
resistcorrosion and abrasion
extremely well. Plus,they have low
thermal conductivity.
Ceramic balls also have excellent
resistance to heat. Some ceramics,
llke ruby sapphire, withstand
extenciecl exposure to temperatures
in excess of 3250°I:.
Combined, these features make
ceramic balls great for flow confrol
and bearing applications.
As check valves, ceramic balls
resistwear and corrosion, within
limits. (Don't use ceramics with
either strong acids, such as
hydrochloric or hydrofluoric, or with
strong alkaline solutions.)
Some ceramic balls are used in
flowmeters where the ball position on
a scale indicates flow rate. Ruby
sapphire balls are ideal for these
applications because of their red
opaque co4or. Ruby sapphire balls
are also used in gaging devices
because of their great resistance to
wear and their minimal thermal
expansion.
A low coefficient of thermal
expansion makes other ceramics
attractive as alternatives to metals
in cedaln bearing applications.
Compared to steel, their coefficient
of thermal expansion Is Just 25%.
So, ceramic balls are less likely to
increase beadng friction as heat
increases.
Secondly, since oeramic balls
absorb less heat, cooling require-
me'ds for ceran_ ball bearings are
much _.
ITI produces standard ceramic
balls from alumina axk:Je, silicon
nltflcie, silicon cx3rblde, ruby sapphire
and zlroonla In sizes ranglng from
0.125" to 3.5 However, both smaller
and larger sizes can be specified.
Since they are usecl in Ioothvalves
and bearings, ITI procluces ceramic
balls in both valve and bearing
grades. Refer to our Ball Grade Table
for the exact tolerances available.
These levels of precision,
with ceramic balls' great wear and
head resistanoe, make them integral
compoaenls In mony designs.
ITI would be glad to help you
speclty the best ceramic material or
any other material for designs which
use standard or modified balls. •
Ceramic Zlrconla Silicon SUlcon
Properties" _ _ _ Carbide Alumina Oxk:le Ruby Sapphire Nltrlde
Max.Useful
Temperature t800% 2500°F. 3180°F. 3250°F. 2552"F.
5.5g/cm 3 3.4 gmlcm = 3.86 grrdcrn = 3.98 grnlcm = 3.2 gmlcm =
Density .199 IDsltn := .1t2 I_lln = .t39 I¢_lln =' .t44 Iosltn = .tt6 It_lln =
Compressive 280.000 psi 400.000 psi 3,30,000 psi 3130,000 I_ 341,300 psi
Strength
Young's Modulus 29 x I0_i_I [@70°F.] 53 x i0_i_ 54 x 10'psl 50 x I0'- 56 x I06 l:_i 47x I0'i_
of Elasticity 26 x _0' PSi [@ _800"F.]
Harclness 2100 V_kers 2400 VIckers 1365 Vickers 1570-1800 VkW41_ 4500-2000 Vlckers
Thermal 2 Wlm "C. 145 Wlm "C. ,15.6 Wlm "C. [@20"C.] .066 CaUmc cmeC. .07 CallJec cm*C.
Corcluc',ttvlty 1.5 BTU/hr fl - °F. 85 Bl"Ulhr fl -'IF. 6.3 W/m'C. (e 800°C.]
Thermal 5.8 x t0"61=E 2.5 x t0"6/=1:. 4.6 x t0"*/=1:. 3.2 x I0"*1 "F. 1.78 x IO'*PF.
Expansion
Electrical t0" Ohm/cm (e25"c.] Doto not > I0" Ohm/era (e25eC.] tO'Ohm/cm (es00,___) 106Ohm/era [e500"C.]
20o O_r_cm(e _O00"C.] ovolk:e_ 2.5 x _)" Or_cm (OgO0"C.) _OOIv_cm(e2000"C.) tO'Ohm/c_(O2000"C.]
Ined exce_ for inert Inert lo most sUl_ancem, not Inert to mo_'t Inert
Corrosion hydrofluoric ar_ to _oomrnenae_ for envimnmenb _l_tanom even at to
Resistance hot oonoenJrated rood of hyctochlo_ or hydrofluoric very high m_
_Jlfurlc aclcls, lubstances, acl_ or strong alkaline _oiuflom. tempen_. _l_tanoes.
*Data from various Inauslrlal literature. Exact i_ra10edll_ will vary from i_pier to lUl0_ier.
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